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NOTE: This ISBN is a standalone book.  Michael SullivanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Statistics: Informed Decisions

Using Data, Fourth Edition, connects statistical concepts to studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ lives, helping them to

think critically, become informed consumers, and make better decisions. Throughout the book,

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Putting It TogetherÃ¢â‚¬Â• features help students visualize the relationships among

various statistical concepts. This feature extends to the exercises, providing a consistent vision of

the bigger picture of statistics. Ã‚Â  This book follows the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction

in Statistics Education (GAISE), as recommended by the American Statistical Association, and

emphasizes statistical literacy, use of real data and technology, conceptual understanding, and

active learning. Ã‚Â 
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With training in mathematics, statistics, and economics, Mike Sullivan, III has a varied teaching

background that includes 15 years of instruction in both high school and college-level mathematics.

He is currently a full-time professor of mathematics and statistics at Joliet Junior College. Mike has

numerous textbooks in publication in addition to his Introductory Statistics Series, which include a

Developmental Math series, and a Precalculus series, which he writes with his father, Michael

Sullivan. Mike has built this book in the classroom using feedback from his students. He is well

aware of the challenges of students taking an introductory statistics course. His goal is for students



to be more informed interpreters of data, so that they will be better decision makers and have

stronger critical-thinking skills. When not in the classroom or writing, Michael enjoys spending time

with his three children, Michael, Kevin, and Marissa, and playing golf.

The textbook is heavy, the pages are poorly organized and somewhat schizophrenic, and examples

are very brief when explaining concepts. I would like to see more examples of concepts, instead of

the '1 then ur done.' I ended up withdrawing from my online Stats class because the textbook taught

me less than the internet did. Also, the pages possess large margins of white space on both sides of

the text, example, and filler boxes; the wasted space ought to have been minimized instead of

lengthening the textbook without adding content. The book looks serious, but did not teach concepts

seriously. There is little help for students when working on problems, because the content of the

book is scant.

Great book to help with the class. Your professor is ultimately the person who chooses what to use

and what not to use in the book. If you are having issues learning the class, talk to your professor.

Statistics is different for everyone. Some find it easy, some find it hard, or you're in the middle

somewhere. It started out quick and easy for me, then became time-consuming with long hand

equations. Some new professors are now not doing equations long hand, nor require it. That's per

instructor or institution.This book is very detailed and easy to follow but reads very dry. If you can

not understand a concept, step away for a few minutes and come back to it, ask another classmate

or the professor to explain it to you in their own words, or request help from your college study lab.

A few things I recommend beyond anything else; take notes, take notes, take notes. Get a study

group together to work on assignments, the more brains working on it, the better, and do not wait

until the last minute to try and do the work, this isn't your basic math, it's that twisted math your

peers warned you about!NEVER buy a book used or RENT a book and EXPECT the key code to

work, that's common sense no matter what the description states. IT'S USED! The very first person

probably used the key.At the end of the course, you will reflect back on what you learned from this

class and think..... OMG, I'll never get that time back! Or you will head off to the casino to try and

win it big! (you'll see what I mean) Either way, good luck in your studies!(NOTE: This book has math

and interpretation intertwined, hence the definition Statistics is derived.)

This book might be okay if you are learning in a classroom or hands on, but it is terrible for online

learners such as myself. Even trying to find out the formula for a simple calculation takes about



three pages to explain. Each chapter has such a ridiculous amount of information and the examples

are WAY too descriptive. I have learned more about Statistics using Google than I have using this

book. The only use I will get out of this book is to use it for kindling, because I'd rather waste my $17

than inflict this kind of pain on anyone else.

I bought this book for an online stats class, this book was more helpful than the professor. Its your

standard text book, and I think that you pretty much have to buy it if its assigned for the class so a

review doesn't help much. I am however glad that the description was updated, before it said it

came with an access card when it does not come with an access card.

Okay textbook, but if you're forced to buy MyStatLab or something similar, you're wasting your

money buying a physical textbook. The entire book is online in your MyStatLab account. The only

time I even needed the physical book was when the teacher let us bring it in for the final exam.

I bought this text so I could help my wife with a Statistics course that uses this book. I have gone

through about half the book and am really enjoying it. There are very few mistakes and the author

uses many real examples of statistical studies to illustrate points. Math has been my hobby for quite

some time and I've used many different text books. I would rank this book among the top of all the

books in all the areas of math that I have studied.

Literally one of the worst textbooks I've ever attempted to read. It has virtually no detail just

generalizes everything. On top of that, the homework in each section is nicely broken into 4

questions per question. So, when assigned 50 questions you end up actually doing over 200. I felt

like I was slamming my head against a wall while trying to use this book to learn statistics. If I could

give a - star review I would.

Does NOT include the Access card which for some reason I thought did. But that's my fault for not

reading the reviews. I am still glad I got the book though. Made statistics pretty easy to understand!
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